Range Boundary

CoF 1

T1

P3

P2

P1

Scenario: Coffee interruptus: In the light
DESCRIPTION: Having a morning coffee when BG attack. Start at P1 seated hands on knees, loaded
to division capability with gun on table. Engage the three center targets with two rounds seated.
Stand up and engage the remaining two targets with two rounds each.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Don’t Crowd Cover. Watch muzzle when standing and transitioning from
barricade to barricade.
SET-UP: P1 10 yards from rear targets, 7 yards from T1. All other targets are between 7 yards and 12
yards from shooting positions.
Concealment is required

14 rounds

Unlimited scoring

Range Boundary

CoF 2

T1

P2

P1

Standard: Simulating malfunction
DESCRIPTION: Start at P1 Loaded with 3 rounds and holstered. All remaining loading devices at
division capacity. At buzzer, activate swinger and engage all targets with one round to the body and one
to the head freestyle at P1, reload, engage all targets with one round to the body and one to the head
strong hand only behind P2 [e.g. I’m not mandating a strong hand only shot longer than 10 yards but you
can if you want]. The best two shots to the head and two to the body will be scored.
SAFETY REMINDERS: None
SET-UP: P1 is 12 yards from targets, P2 is 10 yards from targets. T2 and T3 have -3 removed. Shooter
activates. The swinger does not cover the heads.
Concealment is not required

12 rounds

Limited Scoring

Range Boundary

CoF 3

T1

P3

P2

P1

Scenario: Coffee interruptus: In the DARK
DESCRIPTION: Having a morning coffee when BG cut the power and attack. Start at P1 loaded to
division capability with gun on table. Engage the three center targets with two rounds. Stand up and
engage the remaining two targets with two rounds each.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Don’t Crowd Cover. Watch muzzle when standing and transitioning from
barricade to barricade.
SET-UP: P1 10 yards from rear targets, 7 yards from T1. All other targets are between 7 yards and 12
yards from shooting positions.
Concealment is required

14 rounds

Unlimited scoring

T5

Range Boundary

CoF 4

T4
T1

P1

Standard: Transition Speed
DESCRIPTION: Start at P1 Loaded with 6 rounds and holstered. All remaining loading devices at 6
rounds. Engage all targets with one round to the body and T1 with an additional one round to the head
at P1 freestyle, reload, repeat strong hand, reload, repeat weak hand.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Be carful when transitioning firearm from strong hand to weak hand.
SET-UP: P1 is 7 yards from targets.
Concealment is not required

18 rounds

Limited Scoring

